The effect of Me2+ cofactors at the initial stages of V(D)J recombination.
V(D)J site-specific recombination mediates the somatic assembly of the antigen receptor gene segments. This process is initiated by the recombination activating proteins RAG1 and RAG2, which recognize the recombination signal sequences (RSS) and cleave the DNA at the coding/RSS junction. In this study, we show that RAG1 and RAG2 have the ability to directly interact in solution before binding to the DNA. RAG1 forms a homodimer, which leads to the appearance of two distinct RAG1.RAG2 complexes bound to DNA. To investigate the properties of the two RAG1.RAG2 complexes in the presence of different Me2+ cofactors, we established an in vitro Mg2+-based cleavage reaction on a single RSS. Using this system, we found that Mg2+ confers a specific pattern of DNA binding and cleavage. In contrast, Mn2+ allows aberrant binding of RAG1.RAG2 to single-stranded RSS and permits cleavage independent of binding to the nonamer. To determine the contribution of Me2+ ions at the early stages of V(D)J recombination, we analyzed specific DNA recognition and cleavage by RAG1.RAG2 on phosphorothioated substrates. These experiments revealed that Me2+ ions directly coordinate the binding of RAG1.RAG2 to the RSS DNA.